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Shouldn’t intruders be stopped outside? Securing your garden or 

outside area is even more effective as an indoor alarm system. A 

good fence and good lighting is a must. But if someone does enter 

the garden, you surely want to know this. The Mobeye Outside 

detector CMVXI-R uses the reliable  Optex detector, combined with 

low power Mobeye GSM technology. No wiring is required. The 

detector has two motion sensors and is therefore immune to cats, 

leaves, sunlight, etcetera. Once the alarm is activated you will receive 

a notification (SMS/e-mail) to take and can take immediate action.  

 

Leave your home or go to bed with a peace of mind! 

 

 

 

 

  

Guard the garden and keep burglars out  
 

How it works 

 
• Insert a SIM card and batteries. The contact persons are programmed in some easy steps. 

• For the best detection the Outdoor Alarm detector is mounted at a height between 0,8 and 1,2 meter. The 

angle and distance can be adjusted by you (max. 12 meter).  

• (Dis) arming is done by a tag, or automatically via time schedule (e.g. a week and weekend schedule). 

• If people enter the garden, it will send an SMS text message and call (ma. 5 persons). If a person confirms the 

call, the other will not receive the call afterwards. Easy security! 

• It is your choice to use your own SIM card, or use the Mobeye SIM card and get the extra functionality of the 

web-based portal. 

 

The Mobeye Outdoor alarm is a 

flexible all-in-one GSM PIR 

(double) movement detector, with 

integrated tag reader and GSM 

communicator. Battery life time of 

the complete detector is about a 

year.  

The Mobeye Outdoor alarm inclu-

des batteries and two tags. More 

tags can be enrolled. One tag can 

be used for several systems. 
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